Issue 211, 12 August 2013

Buy the dips
Let's forget about that very boring debate last night for a minute and have a good hard look at the
market. September can be a dodgy month for stocks in the US, while October is the least favourite
month for Australian shares. It doesn't matter what stage of the cycle we're in, I'm always on guard at
this time of year.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, don't miss our reporting season rundown, where James Dunn
details which companies are announcing earnings this week and what it could mean for your SMSF's
bottom line. Paul Rickard writes a very interesting article on hedge funds and when and how to add
them to your portfolio.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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The great market seesaw
by Peter Switzer
There is no better time of the year than September to
ask the question – is the market going up or down?
Why? It’s the dodgiest month for stocks and only a
short-seller would hang out for it.
For the Yanks, this is the crash month, while here in
Australia, October is the stocks shocker, so until we
make November, I’m always on guard. Hence, this
analysis today.
Before looking at what could rattle short-term
confidence and hurt stock prices, let me cover off on
my long-run thinking.
The future
Last week on my Switzer program on the Sky
Business channel, I ran an equation by AMP’s
Shane Oliver, which he approved of. It was to show
why I was optimistic for the Oz economy for 2014, but
it was also a proxy for why I think stocks will head up
over 2014, despite the possibility a ‘sideways then
dip before a recovery’ phase could lie ahead.
The equation looked like this:
$ + r + E + U + J + C + e = BEG (Better economic
growth!)
$ = our dollar
r = interest rates
E = the early election
U = USA recovery
J = Japan’s recovery
C = China’s bounce back
e = Europe’s small recovery
Locally, the early election and the likely Abbott victory
will help business confidence and business
investment, which will help growth pick up in 2014, in
turn helping jobs and then consumer confidence.

A lower dollar and low interest rates will mix in with a
better economic global picture and power stocks
along in 2014.
That’s my very optimistic 2014 or long-run view, and
the run of good Chinese data last week, has helped
me believe in myself.
China outlook
In case you missed it, in a nutshell we saw: inflation
was a cool 2.7%, retail sales were a hot 13.2% higher
— nearly the best for seven months and industrial
production was heating up to an annual rate of 9.7%
in July – the best read in five months! And exports
were up 5.1% — economists expected 2% — and
imports were up a whopping 10.9%! No wonder our
Oz dollar is at US92c today and I don’t like it.
Meanwhile in the EU, the Poms have not only
creamed us at cricket, they have now grown for two
quarters in a row and at a better than expected rate.
In Germany, the IMF expects the economy to grow
0.3% this year going to 1.3% next year. Even Greece
is tipped to grow by the last quarter of this year!
The concerns
So, what am I worried about? I think it is the potential
reaction to the FOMC meeting on September 17. If
taper talk increases, the market could test out Wall
St, which has been in record high territory since last
week’s worst five days since June — off 1.5%.
Last week a number of Fed presidents wanted to go
public with taper tantrums and they could be
softening up the market for a reduction in the Fed’s
bond buying program, or QE3.
This will be a test, and I expect the market to fall, but I
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also expect the ‘buying the dip’ strategy by bargain
hunters to limit the downside.
Undoubtedly, we are in a precarious situation
balanced between Europe, China and the USA, but
my reading of the economics tells me that it makes
sense to be an optimist rather than a pessimist.
As Sir John Templeton pointed out: “Bull-markets are
born on pessimism, grow on scepticism, mature on
optimism and die on euphoria.”
I reckon we are in the scepticism stage, heading
towards optimism, but we’re a long way from
euphoria.
To borrow a line that Darth Vader might have used if
he was writing for the Switzer Super Report — “buy
the dips Luke, buy the dips!”
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Road test – hedge funds
by Paul Rickard
I am not normally a big fan of managed funds –
maybe it is their ordinary track record, maybe it is
their sometimes-outrageous fees.
However, when they do something for a retail investor
that they are designed to do (unitise something that is
otherwise inaccessible), then I can become a fan. I
can think of three ready examples:
My SMSF can’t own a large commercial
building – so buying units in a commercial
property trust is the only way to access this
asset class;
It is really difficult to manage exposure to
smaller companies – I just can’t research all
the companies, let alone create a portfolio –
so appointing managers to actively manage
this exposure is a sound move; and
As a retail investor, my SMSF can’t enhance
its investment returns by doing some of things
institutional investors can do – short selling,
stock lending, stock spread trading and
accessing the derivatives markets. Funds that
do this may offer an attractive investment
proposition.
A couple of subscribers have asked us to review
long/short equity funds, which fall into the third
category above. Here is our road test.
What is a “long/short fund”?
A “long/short fund” is like a normal equities fund in
that it invests in shares or takes “long” positions, and
complements these positions by short selling other
shares. Shorting is selling something that you don’t
own. If the price of the stock falls, a profit is made by
buying the stock back at a lower price, and
conversely, if the price of the stock rises, a loss will
be crystalised when the stock is repurchased. To
facilitate the settlement of a short sale, the manager

“borrows” the stock from another institution or bank,
and returns it when the short position is closed.
Effectively, the fund seeks to establish long positions
in the most attractive stocks, and short positions in
the least attractive stocks, to enhance potential
returns in both rising and falling markets.
Most long/short funds are in a ‘net’ sense long and
aim for a portfolio beta of 1.0. This is a statistical
measure of how closely the portfolio is correlated to
the overall market, with a beta of 1.0 meaning that the
portfolio should give ‘market performance’ – for
example, if the overall market goes up 10%, the
portfolio goes up 10%. They then adjust the portfolio
by taking long and short positions according to their
active investment style to (hopefully) generate more
than ‘market performance’.
The ‘net’ long position is achieved by taking long
and short positions, which typically might look like
this:
Gross Long Position: 140%
Gross Short Position: 40%
Net Long Position: 100%
Typically, the managers try to exploit market
inefficiencies. BlackRock, for example, uses an active
quantitative approach by systematically calculating
forecast returns across a wide universe of stocks.
Earnings expectations, relative value, earnings
quality, market signals and style timing are all inputs
to the model. Complementing the broad construction
of the portfolio, the fund also seeks shorter-term
return enhancing opportunities through participation
in dividend re-investment plans and IPO/secondary
market offers, and managing index changes.
Acadian employs structured stock and industry
valuation methods, considering characteristics such
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as value, earnings growth and price-related factors.
Stocks that Acadian believes are undervalued are
purchased, and stocks that are overvalued are short
sold.
The funds
Some of the major ‘long-short’ funds are detailed
in the table at the bottom of this page.
Performance
The BlackRock Fund commenced in September
2011, and the Regal Fund in March 2011.
Accordingly, long-term performance data is not
available for these funds. Performance data to 30
June, 2013 for the five funds is:

over the last two years. Also, the BlackRock Fund
invests all its assets in the BlackRock Equitised Long
Short Fund. Since inception in 2001, it has
outperformed the S&P/ASX 200 Index by almost
9.0% pa! This outperformance is before investment
management fees.
And the bottom line
If there is one take from the data above, it seems that
managers (unsurprisingly) fail to consistently deliver
outperformance. The best manager over the last 12
months is not always the best manager over the last
five or 10 years. So deciding which manager to invest
with is a bit like tossing a coin – it is just as likely to
be “heads” or “tails”. This probably means
minimising your ‘manager risk’ and spreading any
investment over a couple of funds.
And how much to invest? BlackRock suggests that
within an equities portfolio, perhaps up to 20% could
be allocated to alternatives like long/short funds, with
the other 80% in a mix of core and satellite holdings.
My sense is this is a little high – bottom line, if your
fund has growth or high growth objectives, an overall
weighting of around 10% of your total equities
allocation would be as far as I would go, and spread it
over a couple of managers.

While on paper the Perpetual Wholesale Share-Plus
Long-Short Fund comes out pretty favourably, it is
interesting to note that up until 2007, it lagged the
index and was underperforming. All the relative
outperformance has come since this time, particularly

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Dividends the sub-plot to reporting season drama
by James Dunn
The 2012-13 full-year reporting season gets into full
swing this week, when the market hears from a swag
of companies, including CBA, Leightons (half-year)
Worley Parsons, AMP (half-year), Wesfarmers, UGL,
Stockland, GPT (half-year), CSL, Primary Health
Care, CSL, Oz Minerals (half-year), Bradken, Santos
and Computershare.
The week in review
The highlight last week was Telstra, which beat
expectations slightly, with a net profit after tax of $3.9
billion, up 12.9% on the previous year. Revenue rose
by 1.9%, driven by the mobile business, which is
Telstra’s growth engine at the moment. Telstra
revealed a payout ratio of 91%, which – despite
falling below 100% of profit for the first time in five
years – still met shareholders’ expectations, because
it enabled the expected 14-cent final dividend to be
paid.
That, in turn, allowed the full-year dividend to stay at
28 cents a share, which puts Telstra on a yield of
5.50%. Or if you want to look forward, on the
consensus estimate for the company’s dividend in
FY14, of 29 cents, Telstra is trading on a prospective
yield of 5.70%.
For many investors, that is the main event of
reporting season – Telstra’s dividend.
It is certainly one of the major points for SMSF
investors, who welcome the Big T’s hefty yield. An
SMSF in accumulation mode would see that 5.70%
yield augmented to 6.92%. It’s an even better yield to
an SMSF in pension mode, where the full refund of
the franking credits boosts the effective yield to
8.14%.
With inflation running at 2.5% and term deposits
running at about 3.5% or less, yield-oriented investors

have to look at the share market for income. That’s
why the reporting-season noise of profits up, profits
down, means very little for these investors, except in
the context of what it means for the dividend.
The week ahead
It will be the same when Commonwealth Bank reports
on Wednesday. While analysts and the financial
media will be salivating over the record cash profit
that is pencilled-in for CBA, many shareholders will
be riveted to the dividend. CBA usually pays out 75%
of its earnings, but analysts have flagged the
prospect that the bank could lift this to 77%, and there
is even at least one estimate in the market for an 80%
payout.
(Only CBA of the major banks is truly involved in this
reporting season, because its full-year balance date
is June 30. The other majors, National Australia
Bank, Westpac and ANZ use 30 September as their
end-of-year balance date – although they will shortly
release closely-watched June-quarter trading
updates.)
On analysts’ consensus, CBA is expected to report a
cash profit of about $7.7 billion. At say a 76% payout
ratio, that would generate a dividend of about $3.65 a
share, up from $3.34 in FY12. That places CBA on a
nominal yield of around 5.0%, equal to an effective
rate of 6.05% for an SMSF in accumulation mode and
7.15% for a fund paying pensions to its members.
(Some analysts are speculating that to return cash to
shareholders, CBA may throw in a special dividend of
between 10 cents and 20 cents for FY13.)
Next year analysts are looking for about $3.73 a
share in dividends from CBA, which places it on a
prospective FY14 yield of 5.1%.
Quite simply, investors need these yields. And if we
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look at the companies reporting this week, dividends
will be the standout point in SMSF-land.
Expectations

needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Worley Parsons (Wednesday) – consensus
looking for about 91 cents a share, or 4.01%
nominal (65% franking).
Wesfarmers (Thursday) – consensus looking
for about $1.76 a share, or 4.30% nominal
(100% franking).
Primary Health Care (Wednesday) –
consensus looking for about 13.9 cents a
share, for the full year or 2.80% nominal
(100% franking).
Stockland (Tuesday) – consensus looking for
about 24 cents a share, or 6.40% nominal (nil
franking).
CSL (Wednesday) – consensus looking for
about $1.10 USD a share for the full year, or
1.701% nominal (6.20% franking).
Oz Minerals (Wednesday) – consensus
looking for about 3.5 cents a share for the full
year, or 0.80% nominal (nil franking).
Bradken (Tuesday) – consensus looking for
about 39 cents a share for the full year, or
7.70% nominal (100% franking).
Santos (Friday) – consensus looking for
about 29.9 cents a share for the full year, or
2.20% nominal (100% franking).
Computershare (Wednesday) – consensus
looking for about 28.5 cents a share for the
full year, or 2.67% nominal (20% franking).
Naturally, not all of these dividends will convert to
yields that will be attractive to SMSF proprietors; but
some undoubtedly are, which is why the dividend will
be the key number for these investors. For these
investors, it is actually dividend reporting season –
not profit reporting season.
The bottom line is that investors in retirement want
greater levels of income from their portfolio, and
equities are now considered a key contributor to that
requirement. That’s why the ‘yield play’ shares are
so popular – and why their dividends are so
important.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
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Don’t buy into buyer frenzy
by Margaret Lomas
The property market is heating up (see auction
clearance stats for the weekend), and as an avid
property investor, I should be excited – but, I’m not.
The reason for this is because a hot property market
has a strange effect on usually intelligent people – it
makes them lose all of their common sense and
make huge mistakes.
Keep your guard up
At this time, many property markets are typified by
buyer frenzy, and this is a highly dangerous situation
in which to find yourself. It’s a normal function of the
property cycle, however that doesn’t mean you
should not be on your guard.
When buyer confidence returns to a market, often
brought on by a lowering of interest rates and a
collective sigh, as the forecast property bubble and
bust didn’t materialise after all, investors feature
heavily among those buyers.
Having remained aloof and somewhat afraid of huge
losses when the stories of property gloom were being
touted, the urgency with which they suddenly feel the
need to enter the market descends upon them with a
vengeance. They rush out to ‘home opens’, attend
auctions and scour the internet looking for the next
hotspot. Their search is influenced by the literally
dozens of articles written by experts predicting the
double-digit growth in all manner of areas, and
collectively they descend upon these favoured areas,
scrambling to acquire the available stock.
A seller’s market
It’s a picnic for sellers – they stop naming their price
and move to price ranges, often holding out as
bidding wars push their achievable price higher and
higher. I’ve seen buyers pay well over what the seller
actually wants, eager to outbid their opponent and

become the owner of their next investment property.
I marvel at how, when things are quiet and more
normal, these same people won’t buy as they are
nervous and unsure – yet the moment everyone else
wants to buy, they are part of that stampede, taking
far greater risks than they would if they instead chose
to buy in subdued markets.
The risks
Buyer frenzy is risky for many reasons, not the least
of which is that you most likely will pay more than the
intrinsic value of the property. When this happens,
you are exposed in a number of ways:
If you are borrowing, your holding costs are
higher, making net yields lower;
It’s unlikely you will get more rent return –
paying a higher price does not translate into
improved rental yields;
You may not be able to borrow enough to
complete, in the event that the valuer does not
agree with the increased price you have paid;
and
Most importantly, when the buyer frenzy
ceases, you are likely to end up owning an
asset worth less than you paid and it could be
many months, or even years, before it catches
up. At best, this results in a reduction in your
net worth – at worst, it may completely halt
further acquisition of more properties and
hamper your retirement strategy, as your
equity shrinks and you are unable to borrow
again.
If the area you are looking to buy in has true hotspot
characteristics, then get out of the buyer frenzy and
wait until it calms down. Growth drivers aren’t a
five-minute thing – they will still be there after the
short-term demand is over, and you’ll be able to get
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hold of a property at a more reasonable market value.
If, on the other hand, underlying growth drivers don’t
exist, and the present boost in values is being driven
purely by short-term buyer demand, then you
shouldn’t be buying there anyway. You’ll just end up
with a property with ongoing lacklustre performance,
and you’ll pay too much to get it.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
In line with the start of the August reporting season,
most rating changes are directly correlated with
specific company news and developments and
ResMed surprised with yet another strong financial
result. Iress announced a UK acquisition.
When it came to upgrades, financials got a good
showing as companies beat expectations and peer
performance. Resources featured again on the down
side of the ledger and JP Morgan had a change of
heart on CFS Property Office.
In the good books
Challenger Diversified (CDI) was upgraded to Buy
from Neutral by UBS. The FY13 result was slightly
higher than UBS estimates. The result was driven by
significantly reduced operational expenses, along
with buy-back accretion and underlying portfolio
growth. The broker has upgraded the stock to Buy
from Neutral given the discount to valuation and NTA
as well as a 7.3% dividend yield.

Henderson Group (HGG) was upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by UBS. Henderson’s operating momentum
has outperformed peers as second quarter retail net
flows accelerate. Although institutional flows were
down in the second quarter, this was squared up in
July. The outcomes reflect improving macro,
regulatory and equity backdrops and UBS has raised
the recommendation to Buy.
IRESS (IRE) was upgraded to Neutral from
Underperform by Credit Suisse and to Neutral from
Underperform by Macquarie, after it acquired UK
technology provider, Avelo Financial Services. Credit
Suisse thinks the acquisition will provide greater
diversification of earnings, and the company’s growth
trajectory is significantly enhanced. First half results
were slightly ahead of estimates. Forecasts now
imply a smaller 3% decline in FY13 earnings
compared with the 6% decline in FY12. This is an
exciting opportunity in Macquarie’s view. Avelo offers
an extensive blue chip customer base to achieve
immediate scale. Macquarie thinks transition to the
XPLAN platform will take time but a key positive is
that competition in next-generation wealth products
appears limited. Avelo is expected to be 10%
accretive in FY14, post a 2-for-9 rights issue.
Macquarie thinks the stock is fully valued in the short
term but warms to the potential in the UK.
James Hardie (JHX) was upgraded to Neutral from
Underweight by JP Morgan. After a series of weak
quarters, JP Morgan’s attention for the first quarter of
FY14 will be on whether James Hardie’s
performance has improved sufficiently to support
management’s FY14 earnings margin target of 20%.
As the stock is now trading in line with the broker’s
target price, the recommendation has been upgraded
to Neutral from Underweight.
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ResMed (RMD) was upgraded to Outperform from
Neutral by CIMB Securities and to Buy from Hold by
Deutsche Bank. The fourth quarter showed continued
margin expansion and gains to the bottom line – all
pleasing for CIMB. Deutsche Bank was encouraged
by the solid fourth quarter, although the impact of
competitive bidding in the US won’t be clear for
some time. Deutsche Bank liked new developments
and new product launches as well as the tailwind
from the falling Australian dollar. As there is upside
earnings risk, the broker has raised the rating to Buy
from Hold.

Woodside Petroleum (WPL) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy by Citi. Citi thinks Woodside will
make progress, particularly on the Browse Basin
floating liquefied natural gas (FLNG), and while
growth for the stock is long dated, the dividend yield
is supportive at current levels. The broker thinks the
payout ratio of 80% is sustainable to 2020, given the
project delays. The projected effective tax rate is now
under 15%, so the rating is downgraded to Neutral
from Buy.

In the not-so-good books
CFS Property Office (CFX) was downgraded to
Underweight from Neutral by JP Morgan. The broker
has changed its mind on CFS with regard to the
proposed internalisation by CommBank (CBA). Last
week the broker upgraded to Neutral but now has
downgraded back to Underweight, suggesting that
while CFS’ portfolio is attractive, it might be hard to
find a buyer, given CBA’s entrenched management
rights. Modelling planned asset sales and acquisition
of rights and mandates leaves the broker with an
unchanged NPV but a 10% reduction in net tangible
assets. Target retained at $2.12 but rating
downgraded.

The FNArena database tabulates the views of eight
major Australian and international stock brokers:
BA-Merrill Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Is a property bubble forming?
by Penny Pryor
The residential property market continues to go from
strength to strength, raising concerns that a bubble
might be forming, at least in Sydney, where the
auction clearance rate has surpassed 80% for the
fifth week in a row.
On the weekend, it was as high as 83.8% in the NSW
capital, as Melbourne recorded 71%, according to the
APM figures (see table 1 below). RP Data had the
auction clearance rates at 79.5% and 71.3% for
Sydney and Melbourne.

APM’s revised data for the previous weekend has
the clearance rate at 80.3% for Sydney and 71.9% for
Melbourne. Adelaide is also improving, with an
auction clearance rate of 64.7%, although it has a
minimal number of auctions (see table 2 below).

However, UBS economist Scott Haslem says it’s too
early to get too worried with housing credit at just
4.5%.
“I think the housing market is warming up. I think it is
a little bit premature to call it a bubble at this point in
time,” he says.
“I think the other thing is, volumes associated with
these statistics are not necessarily that strong.”
RP Data’s combined city auction clearance rate hit
72% (see graph 1 below), which it says is the highest
since the first weekend in June i.e. the June long
weekend, which is typically popular with buyers.
There were 1,405 scheduled capital city auctions on
the weekend, up from 1,310 the previous week.

This time last year, all four capital cities on APM’s
watch list had numbers lower than 60% (see table 3
below). Since then, we have had a full percentage
point in cuts to the RBA cash rate, which is obviously
having an effect on buyer activity, according to
Haslem.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Did you know?
Did you know there is a virtual currency - also called a cryptocurrency - out there called Bitcoin that aims to
transcend borders and paper. This morning, one Bitcoin was trading at $113.50, after trading as low as $US15
early this year.
There are 11.5 million Bitcoins in existence, but there is programed to be 21 million Bitcoins created, after which
the total number will remain unchanged.
It has no central authority and is open-source but it is gaining in recognition, which could partly be a result of the
Winklevoss twins, made famous through the Facebook movie, announcing their intentions to launch a Bitcoin
ETF last month.
It is also gaining credibility after a US Federal judge last week announced that Bitcoin investments met the
definition of a "security", which enables the US Securities and Exchange Commission to pursue a case against
an operator of a Bitcoin ponzi scheme.
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